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• Fowler’s web site lists over 90 refactorings
• ~3 refactorings are added each year
• e.g., rename, move, extract, 
pull-up, push down, ...
• Today’s software tools offer built-in refactorings
• e.g., Eclipse, NetBeans, IntelliJ IDEA, …
Eclipse Refactorings are Buggy!
Eclipse Bug Report System
People report bugs using this site
Bugzilla Terms
Research Questions
• What is the average time passed before a bug is looked at?
• How long does it take for a refactoring bug to be fixed?
• How many bugs won't be fixed? 
• How many duplicate bug reports exist?
• How long a bug has remained in the Bugzilla system?
• …
[RQ #1] Average time passed before a bug is FIRST looked at
28.6 days!
[RQ #2] Average Time taken for a bug to be resolved
660 days!
[RQ #3] DUPLICATE and WONTFIX Bugs
Resolutions DUPLICATE FIXED INVALID WONTFIX WORKSFORME Total
Frequency 742 2423 139 929 423 5047
Percent 14.7 48.1 2.8 18.4 8.4 100





[RQ #5] Resolution Time vs First Modified Time
All Bugs WONTFIX Bugs
[RQ #6] Resolution Time vs First Modified Time 
Excluding WONTFIX Bugs
All Bugs Excluding WONTFIX Bugs
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[RQ #7] WONTFIX vs. Resolution 
Trendline Comparison




• Eclipse Refactoring does not always preserve the original behavior like 
expected
• On average, it took about a month for a bug to be first looked at
• Average time taken to resolve a bug was 660 days, almost two years!
• 20% bugs won’t be fixed and 15% are duplicates
• Eclipse IDE has plenty of room for improvement!
Any Questions?
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